Chapter 13

NONPOLAR SEMICONDUCTORS
Jj..i, Introductory rernarks
Semictmductors are characterized by an electrical conductivity
(associated with the motion of eiectrons or holes or both) which on the
one hand is considerably smaller than that of metals, and on the other
hand, is much larger than that of "insulators." Furthermore, the conductivity increases with temperature, in contrast with the behavior of
metals at normal temperatures. The number of current carriers per unit
volume in a semiconductor is in general much smaller than the number
of atoms per unit volume. This situation is encountered, for example, in
a solid for which the forbidden energy gap between the highest normally
filled band and the conduction band is small, i.e., of the order of one
electron volt. At absolute zero such a solid is an insulator, and as the
temperature is raised, the density of free electrons and holes increases as
explained in the preceding chapter. In this case the density of free electrons
equals that of the free holes and one speaks of intrinsic semiconductors;
the properties are then characteristic of the solid itself. Semiconductor
properties may also be exhibited by solids which in the pure state are
good insulators, viz., when impurities are present which either donate
free electrons to the conduction band (donors) or free holes to the upper
filled band (acceptors); in this case one speaks of extrinsic or impurity
semiconductors. Impurity conductivity may of course be superimposed
on the intrinsic semiconductor properties of a solid.
The semiconducting elements are those appearing within the area
enclosed by the lines drawn in Table 13- I ; this table represents the A
subgroup elements in a nurnber of columns of the periodic table. Of
these, silicon and germanium have received a great deal of attention
because of their great technical importance; particularly in the field of
crystal diodes and transistors. ihe discussion in this chapter will be
concerned mainly with the properties of Si and Ge; the amount of'
literature on this subject is so vast that the discussion is necessarily very
incomplete. A review which is up to date until the beginning of 1955
may be found in H. Y. Fan in F. Seitz and D. Tutnbuli (eds.), Solid State
Physics, Academic Press, New York, 1955, Volume 1.
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Extensive studies have recently been initiated on intermetallic
compounds formed between the elements of the third and fifth columns
in Table 13-1; these will be discussed briefly in the last section of this
chapter.
Table 13-1. The A Subgroups of the Jrd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Columns
of the Periodic System of Elements
IliA

IVA

VA

VIA

VIlA

B
AI
Ga
In
Tl

c

N
p

0

F
Cl

Si
Ge
Sn
Pb

s

Se
Te
Po

At

Of the semiconducting salts in whieh the binding is essentially ionic,
the alkali halides containing color centers have been investigated most
thoroughly; we shall return to these compounds in Chapter 15.
13-2. Some lattice properties of the elements of the fourth group

Structure. Diamond, silicon, germanium, and grey tin all have the
diamond structure represented in Fig. 13-1. Each atom is surrounded by
four others, occupying the corner points of a tetrahedron, to which it is
bound by electron pair bonds. The structure may be described by an
f.c.c. point lattice in which each lattice point corresponds to two atoms,
one located at (0,0,0) and another at (!,!,!). The free atoms of the
elements have an outer electron configuration in which two electrons
occupy an s state and two others occupy a p state. In the solid state the
total of four outer electrons per atom is just sufficient to produce electron
pair bonds with four other atoms; in this configuration the s and p wave
functions. form hybrid wave functions giving rise to four equivalent
chemical bonds, the angle between any two of them being approximately
109°.1 This type of covalent binding may be contrasted with the ionic
bonds in crystals such as the alkali halides; in the latter, the particles are
charged and the field around a given ion is spherically symmetric, i.e.,
the restriction on the coordination number is essentially of geometrical
origin. In terms of a two-dimensional picture one arrives at an electron
distribution as indicated schematically in Fig. 13-2.
One expects the electrons taking part in the electron pair bonds to be
rather strongly bound, i.e., one expects that a certain amount of energy
is required in order to set them free to the extent that they can move about
in the crystal. This is in agreement with the fact that at very low temperatures these elements are insulators. In terms of the energy band scheme,
1 See L. Pauling, The Nature of the Chemical Bond, 2d ed., Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, 1945, p. 81.
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this means that at absolute zero the electron distribution is such that a
certain number of energy bands is completely filled, the 1-'igher ones being
completely empty.

Fig. 13-1. The crystal structure of
diamond, showing the tetrahedral bond
configuration. [After W. Shockley,
Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors,
Van Nostrand, New York, 1950]
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Fig.l3-l. Schematic two-dimensional representation of the electronic distribution in the diamond
structure, showing the electron
pair bonds.

Physical constants. It is of interest to consider how some of the
physical properties of these elements vary in a regular fashion with their
position in the periodic table. As the atomic number increases, the
interatomic distances increase, i.e., the binding forces become weaker, and
the solids become "softer." In Table 13-2 some physical constants are
given for diamond, silicon, and germanium to illustrate this. In this order,
the lattice parameter a (the edge of the f.c.c. lattice) increases, the elastic
constants, the melting point, the Debye temperature, and the forbidden
energy gap decrease. Qualitatively, this regularity can be explained on
the basis of the relative strengths of the chemical bonds between the
atoms. It is also observed that the dielectric constant increases in the
order C, Si, Ge; this is to a large extent a result of the increase in the
number of electrons per atom, leading to a larger polarizability. With
reference to the quantities given in Table 13-2, some remarks should be
made. The lattice constants for Si and Ge are those obtained at 20°C by
Table 13-2. Some Physical Constants of Diamond, Silicon, and Germani,,m
(see text for details)

c

Si
Ge

a (A)

m.p.

3.561
5.43086
5.65748

On

CC)

£

CK)

3550
1420
936

5.7
12
16

1800
658
362

Egap

------

(ev)

Cn

Cu

-7
1.21
0.785

9.2
1.674
1.298

3.9
0.652
0.488

Cu

(I 0'" Jynes/cm)

--

I

4.3
0.796
0.673
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Straumanis and Aka from X-ray diffraction data; the coefficients of
expansion, measured between l0°C and 50°C, obtained by these authors
are 4.15 X I0- 6 and 5.92 x J0- 6 per °C for Si and Ge, respectively. 2
The dielectric constant E given above is based on measurements of the
index of refraction in the optical region as well as on measurements of
the dielectric constant in the microwave region. 3 The Debye temperatures
for Si and Ge were obtained from specific heat measurements below 4°K
by Keesom and Pearlman ;4 in this region the lattice specific heat is
proportional to T 3, and On may be calculated on the basis of formula
(2-37). The energy gap in Si and Ge is not a well-defined quantity because
of certain peculiarities in the band structure of these elements; we shall
return to this problem in Sec. 13-6. The values given in the table are
derived from the density of charge carriers in the intrinsic region. The
elastic constants have been obtaihed from measurements of the velocity
of propagation of elastic waves. 5
Influence of impurities. Of great interest is the fact that Si and Ge
can be "doped" with foreign elements. For example, Pearson and Bardeen
have shown that boron and phosphorus form substitutional solid solutions
in Si. 6 Evidence for this was obtained from the decrease in the lattice
constant with increasing concentration of these elements (the atomic radii
of Si, B, Pare, respectively, 1.17, 0.89, and 1.1 A). Ifthe solute atoms were
incorporated interstitially, the lattice constant should have increased.
Thus, consider a phosphorus atom at a position which is normally occupied
by Si. The phosphorus atom has five outer electrons, one in excess of
the number required to form electron pair bonds with four nearest
neighbors. As a result, the extra electron is relatively weakly bound and
only a small amount of energy is required to set the electron free. ln
terms of the energy band picture, this means that phosphorus and other
pentavalent atoms give rise to donor levels close to the conduction band.
The order of magnitude of the energy required to ionize the phosphorus
atom, i.e., the energy difference between the donor level and the bottom of
the conduction band may be estimated according to a suggestion by Bethe
as follows: the extra electron of the phosphorus atom may be pictured as
moving in the field of a single positive charge, i.e., the problem is somewhat
• M. E. Straumanis and E. Z. Aka, J. Appf. Phys., 23, 330 (1952).
3 See, for example, K. Lark-Horovitz and K. W. Meissner, Phys. Rev., 16, 1530
(1949); W. C. Dunlap and R. L. Watters, Phys. Rev., 92, 1396 (1953).
~ P. H. Keesom and N. Pearlman, Phys. Rev., 91, 1347 (1953); N. Pearlman and P.
H. Keesom, Phys. Rev., 88, 398 (1952).
"W. L. Bond, W. P. Mason, H. J. McSkimin, K. M. Olsen, and G. K. Teal, Phys.
Rev., 78, 176 (1950); H. J. McSkimin, W. L. Bond, E. Buehler, and G. K. Teal, Phys.
Rev., 83, 1080 (1951).
• G. L. Pearson and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev., 75, 865 (1949); also F. H. Horn, Phys.
Rev., 97, 1521 (1955).
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analogous to that of the hydrogen atom. 7 The difference is, however, that
the extra electron and the positive charge are embedded in a medium of
rather high dielectric constant (see Table 13-2). As a result, the radius of
the orbit covers several atomic distances and the binding energy is small.
1n fact, if one employs for an estimate the simple Bohr picture modified by
taking into account the dielectric constant € and the effective mass m*, one
obtains for the radius and the energy of the ground state
(13-1)
The energy £,1 is measured relative to the ·bottom of the ionization
continuum, i.e., relative to the bottom of the conduction band. Assuming
for the moment the effective mass m* to be equal to the free electron mass,
one finds
£d(Bohr)

r

Si

12

6.4A

-0.09ev

-0.05

Ge

16

8.5

A

-0.05 ev

-0.01

The last column gives the experimental ionization energy of the donor
levels for doping with P, As, or Sb. 8 A detailed calculation of the ionization
energy of donors by Kittel and Mitchell gives 0.009 ev as a lower limit for
germanium and 0.03 ev as a lower limit for silicon, in good agreement with
the experimental values. 9 These calculations made use of recent information about the E(k) surfaces as revealed by cyclotron resonance experiments
(see Sec. 13-6).
Silicon and germanium may also be doped with trivalent elements such
as B, AI, Ga, and ln. In these cases the added atoms are one electron short
for four electron pair bonds. Each added trivalent atom thus gives rise to a
vacant electron level slightly above the valence band. These levels are
acceptor levels because they may accept an electron from the filled band if
the electron is excited thermally. One may picture the acceptor level as a
hole describing Bohr orbit about the impurity atom; the binding energies
are approximately equal to those for the donors. Ionization of the
acceptor level in this type of picture is equivalent to the excitation of a
valence electron into the hole. In the energy band scheme, electrons are
excited upward, holes downward (see Fig. 13-3).
From what has been said above, it is evident that ionization of donor
levels (P, As, Sb) gives rise to electronic carriers in the conduction band;
ionization of acceptor levels (8, AI, Ga, Sn) produces hole conductivity in
the valence band. In germanium at room temperature nearly all donor or

a

G. Wannier, Phys. Rev., 52, 191 (1937); see also G. F. Koster and J. C. Slater,
Phys. Rev., 95, 1167 (1954); 96, 1208 (1954).
8 J. A. Burton, Physico, 20, 845 (1954).
9 C. Kittel and A. H. Mitchell, Phys. Ret'., 96, 1488 (1954).
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acceptor levels will be ionized, because kT ~ 0.025 ev, which is larger
than the bind!ng energy of donor electrons and acceptor holes. Also, the
ionization energy decreases with increasing concentration, as may be seen
from Fig. 13-4.10 Thus, even at low temperatures the fraction of ionized
donors or acceptors may be rather large.
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Fig. 13-3. Energy level scheme for
donor and acceptor levels.
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Fig. 13-4. Ionization energy of acceptor levels in Si as function of the
acceptor density "•· [After Pearson
and Bardeen, ref. 10]

Crystal growth. Single crystals of silicon and germanium, either doped
or not, can be obtained by placing a seed crystal in contact with, the melt
and then withdrawing the seed slowly. 11 The concentration of a particular
impurity in crystals so obtained is determined by the segregation coefficient
of the impurity under consideration; this quantity is defined as the ratio
of the impurity concentration in the solid phase to that in the melt in
thermal equilibrium. For most impurities the segregation coefficient is
~I, except for boron, which has a coefficient larger than unity in
germanium. It will be evident that in general, therefore, the concentration
of impurities in the melt increases as the crystal is withdrawn, so that the
impurities are concentrated at the end of the crystal. Based on this principle is the so-called zone-refining technique by which crystals of high
purity may be obtained: when one moves a heating coil slowly along a
crystal, the impurities are swept towards one end of the crystal; this
process may of course be repeated many times. 12 In this way it is now
possible to produce single crystals of Ge and Si with impurity concentrations as small as one part in 1010 or 109 , at least if one considers the
1 °For p-type Si, see G. L. Pearson and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev., 75,865 (1949); for
n-type Ge, seeP. P. Debye and E. M. Conwell, Phys. Rev., 93, 693 (1954).
11 G. K. Teal and J. B. Little, Phys. Rev., 78, 647 (1950); see also G. K. Teal and
E. Buehler, Phys. Rev., 81, 190 (1952).
12 W. G. Pfann, J. Metals, 4, 747 (1952); W. G. Pfann and K. M. Olsen, Phys. Rev.,
89, 322 (1953).
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electrical resistivity a measure for the purity. It should be mentioned in this
connection that the use of crucibles and the contamination resulting from
the crucible material may be avoided by employing the so-called floating
zone technique. 13 In this technique one produces a molten section in a
polycrystalline rod of the material (which is held vertically) by induction
heating. One end of the material is in contact with a single crystal seed
and the molten zone is moved slowly from that end to the other, leading
to recrystallization of the polycrystalline material.
Diffusion of impurities. We mentioned above that elements of the third
and fifth columns in the periodic system, used as doping material in Si and
Ge, are believed to be incorporated substitutionally in the lattice. This
belief is supported by the fact that the diffusion coefficients of these
elements lie in the same range as those for self-diffusion, i.e., the elements
probably diffuse by a vacancy mechanism. 14 There are, however, some
notable exceptions, viz., copper, nickel, and lithium. The diffusion coefficients of these elements in silicon and germanium are very high
(.-,lQ- 5 cm2fsec at temperatures of 700° or 800°C) and it seems likely that
the diffusion process in these cases involves the migration of interstitials.
It is believed that copper migrates through germanium in the form of
positive ions. 15 At normal temperatures there is strong evidence that
copper acts as an acceptor for electrons, i.e., it should then be negatively
charged.
Influence of lattice defects. When a germanium crystal, doped with
donor impurities, is irradiated with high-energy particles, the conductivity
initially decreases. Upon further irradiation with a sufficiently large flux it
may convert from n type (electron carriers) top type (hole carriers) and the
conductivity may then increase. Irradiation effects of this type are evidently
associated with the formation of vacancies and interstitial atoms in the
lattice; in fact, when the crystals are annealed, the changes essentially
disappear. It is not unlikely that the interstitials correspond to donor levels
and the vacancies to acceptor levels, although several details of the
interpretation of irradiation effects are not yet settled.
Dislocations produced by plastic deformation of silicon and germanium
also produce pronounced effects on the electrical conductivity. In n-type
Ge, for example, plastic deformation leads to a reduction in the conductivity, i.e., the deformation introduces acceptor levels. 16 The physical
P. H. Keck and M. J. E. Golay, Phys. Rev., 89, 1297 (1953).
See, for example, H. Letaw, L. M. Slifkin, and W. M. Portnoy, Phys. Rev., 93, 892
(1954); W. C. Dunlap, Phys. Rev., 94, 1531 (1954).
15 C. S. Fuller, J. D. Struthers, J. A. Ditzenberger, and K. B. Wolfstirn, Phys. Rev.,
93, 1182 (1954); F. van der Maesen and J. A. Brenkman, J. Electrochem. Soc., 102,229
( 1955).
16 C. J. Gallagher, Phys. Rev., 88, 721 (1952).
'3
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picture of the acceptor levels according to Shockley and Read is the
following. Slip in these crystals takes place along the {Ill} planes and
along a (110) direction. The extra half plane associated with an edge
dislocation leads to a row of "dangling" bonds since the atoms of this row
have no neighbors on one side. An electron paired with one of those
dangling bonds would not be as "free" as an electron in the conduction
band, so that the corresponding level should lie below the bottom of the
conduction band. On the other hand, the paired electron is not as strongly
bound as one corresponding to a normal electron pair bond between two
neighboring atoms, i.e.; the level associated with the dangling bond should
lie above the filled band. Consequently, an edge dislocation corresponds
to a row of acceptor levels lying in the forbidden energy region. For a
detailed discussion of the implications of this model for the electrical
properties of these materials we refer the reader to a series of three papers
by Read. 17
13-3. Conductivity and Hall effect in semiconductors with a single type of
charge carrier
Before discussing the electrical properties of Si and Ge, some remarks
on the conductivity and Hall effect of semiconductors should be made.
In this section we shall limit ourselves to the case of a single type of charge
earner. The conductivity of such a material is given by
( 13-2)

a= nep

where n is the density of carriers and pis their mobility (drift velocity per
unit field). It is observed that measurements of a(T) provide information
only about the product n(T)p(T), and in general do not allow one to determine these quantities separately. However, if we assume for the moment
that the Hall coefficient for a semiconductor is given by the formula
applicable to metals we would have (see 11-65),
RH

=

Ifnec

and

caRH = p

(13-3)

Thus Ru(T) would provide information about n(T), and combined
measurements of Rn and a thus permit determination of nand p separately.
Although this type of analysis is indeed applied to semiconductors, there
are some modifications in the formula for RH which will be discussed below.
Also, the temperature-dependence of p is different from that for metals.
We shall give here a simple theory for n-type material based on the
assumption that the electrons in the conduction band behave as nearly
free electrons with an effective mass m*; this implies that constant-energy
surfaces in momentum space are assumed to be spheres. There exists at
1'

W. T. Read, Phil. Mag., 45, 775 (1954); 45, 1119 (1954); 46, Ill (1955).
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present a great deal of evidence (see Sec. 13-6) that this is not correct, but
in many instances the simple theory still gives rather good agreement with
the experiments. It is also assumed that the electron gas in the conduction
band is nondegenerate, and thus that it has a Maxwellian distribution.
As an example, consider a semiconductor in which the current is
carried only by electrons in the conduction band. Suppose an electric
field Ex and a magnetic field H. are applied to the materiai as indicated in
Fig. 13-5. The current density /z along the x-direction may then be obtained
from the Boltzmann transport equation in the same way as for metals.
Thus from (11-28) it follows that
f.,=

2T(£)(8rrfJr)p2dp
aV
E
_)

r?E., ioo oF0
- - J1

3

o

03 4

z

The relaxation time T is assumed to
be a function only of the energy of
the electrons, not of their direction
of motion. Now it can readily be
shown that the Fermi function F0(E)
satisfies the relation

-(dF0 foE)=F0(1-F0 )/kTc::::F0 /kT
(13-5)
The last approximation is valid
only if the density of the electrons
in the conduction band is small
enough so that F 0 ~ I, i.e., if the
system is nondegenerate. Recognizing that 8rrp2 dp F 0 /fr equals
the number of electrons with momentum in the range dp, it follows that

Fig. 13-5. Showing the Hall effect; the
current I, flows only if front and back
faces are connected; normally, this is
not the case and an electric field in the
y-direction is set up. The electrons
actually flow in the direction opposite
to the current vectors.

(13-6)
Here (v2T) is the average value of v2T(E), the average being taken over the
Maxwellian distribution of the conduction electrons. Since 3kT = m*(v2),
one may also express the mobility as
e

(v2T)

I'= m* . (v2)

(13-7)

Note tqat if T were independent of the velocity of the electrons, this would
reduce simply to I'= eT/m*, as in the simplified model discussed in Sec.
I 1-2. We shall return to this expression in the next section.
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The Hall effect may be discussed by considering the case for which the
front and back faces in Fig. 13-5 are short-circuited, allowing the flow of
a current along they-direction. An electron of velocity v., under influence
of the magnetic field Hz will develop a velocity along the y-direction such
that
(13-8)
On the other hand, due to collisions with the lattice,
( cv!lfdt)~oll =

-v,/r

Hence, in the steady state,
V 11

=

ev.,Hz-rfm*c

= w-rv.,

(13-9)

In analogy, one may thus obtain the current along they-axis by multiplying
the integrand of (13-4) by w-r. This finally leads to
111 = (ne2E.,w/3kn(v2-r2)

(13-10)

Thus, although the electric field is applied along the x-direction, the
resultant current has a y-component due to the magnetic field. In fact, it
is convenient to define the Hall angle OH (see Fig. 13-5), where
tan OH ~ OH

=

111 /1.,

=w

(v2-r2)

-

2-

(v -r)

(13-11)

If the Hall contacts are not short-circuited, a field £ 11 is set up to counteract
the influence of the magnetic field. The Hall coefficient then becomes
1 (v2-r2)(v2)
RH = E 11 /l., H.= 111 /ui.,Hz = - ·
2 2
(v -r)
nee

(13-12)

where u has been substituted from (13-6). Note that the sign of th(: carrier
in the above derivation is contained in e; for electrons RH is negative,
for holes it is positive. It should be mentioned that one frequently employs
the Hall mobility ftH defined in analogy with (13-3) by
(v2-r2)
e
ftH = cuRH = - ' - -

m*c (v2-r)

(13-13)

Comparing this with the "normal" mobility given by (13-7), it is observed
that in general ftH is not equal to ft·
From the foregoing discussion it is evident that the relaxation time -r
plays an essential role in the interpretation of conductivity and Hall effect
data. The relaxation time in general is determined by collisions of the
·
carriers with
(i) Lattice vibrations
(ii) Ionized impurities
(iii) Neutral impurities, dislocations, vacancies, and interstitials.
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13-4. Mobility and Hall effect as determined by different scattering processes
(i} Scattering by lattice vibrations. From the theory of interaction of
thermal electrons with lattice vibrations in nonpolar solids, 18 it follows that
(a) The scattering is isotropic.
(b) The mean free path A is independent of the velocity of the carriers.
(c) The mean free path is inversely proportional to T, down to temperatures of the order of l °K.
The selection rules for electron-phonon interaction mentioned in
Sec. 11-7 play an essential role in arriving at these conclusions. For a given
temperature it thus follows from (a) and (b) that one may write19
T=

Afv

(13-14)

Substituting T into the results obtained in the preceding section, one is
thus left with the simple problem of finding averages over a Maxwellian
distribution of quantities on the type vn. Thus, if only lattice scattering is
present, (13-7) and (13-13) give

p.

=

-feA /(2rrmkT)112

and

f.tH =

(3rr/8}p.

(13-15)

Combining this result with (c) above, one concludes that the mobility p.
should be proportional to T- 312 in this case. Bardeen and Shockleyl8 find
from their calculation of A,
(13-16)
Here, c11 isthe average longitudinal elastic constant, and £ 1 is the shift of
the edge of the conduction band per unit dilation; the temperaturedependence of both these quantities may be neglected. For holes, £ 1
represents the shift of the edge of the valence band per unit dilation.
Experiments indicate that £ 1 ~ 10 ev for germanium. The formula
obtained by Seitz18 is written in terms of the Debye temperature 8, the
mass M of the atoms, and their number per unit volume N,
2112 x 61t3
N113eJi2k2()2 M
(13-16a)
f.t =
4rr5!6
• m.S12C2(kT)312
The constant C has the dimensions of an energy and is of the same order of
magnitude as £ 1 in the Bardeen-Shockley formula; it is a measure for the
electron-phonon interaction. The mebility determined by lattice scatter,ing
alone is usually referred to as the "lattice mobility."
18

F. Seitz, Phys. Rev., 73, 549 (1948); J. Bardeen and W. Shockley, Phys. Rev., 80,

72 (1950).
19 Compare expression (11-11) for the relation between collision time, relaxation
time, and scattering angle.
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The Hall coefficient as determined by lattice scattering for semiconductors containing one or two types of carriers is given, respectively, by
Ru =

±37T8nec

and

37T
n"p~ - n,p;
R 11 = - ·
Sec (n"p"
n,p,) 2

+

(13-17)

where the subscripts e and h in the last formula refer to electrons and holes,
respectively. The conductivity for two types of carriers is of course equal
to (n.ep, + nheph).
(ii) Ionic scattering predominates. When the concentration of ionized
donors is high, the charge carriers suffer Rutherford scattering due to the
presence of ions, as illustrated in
Fig. 13-6. If one assumes that the
ions are distributed throughout the
lattice in a regular fashion, the
average distance between the ions a;
is given by = I IN;, where Ni is the
number of ions per unit volume.
v
Thus if vis the velocity of an electron,
the mean free time between collisions
Fig. 13-6. Rutherford scattering of an
is
-rc '"'"' aJv. The relaxation time
electron by an ionized donpr. It can
according
to (II-II) is in general
2
be shown that tan (0/2) = e /<mv'b,
where e is the dielectric constant of the
given by

ar

material.

-r = -rc/(1 -

(cos /3))

where (cos {3) is the average of the cosine of the scattering angle. Making
use of the Rutherford scattering formula, Conwell and Weisskopf have
calculated an approximate expression for -r with the result that
(13-18)

where € is the dielectric constant. 20 It is observed that this type of scattering
leads to a mobility which varies approximately as T3 12 , in contrast with the
r- 312 law for lattice scattering.
The Hall coefficient and Hall mobility associated with ionic scattering
are found to be 21
Ru = ±1.93/nec,
( 13-19)
flu = 1.93p
(iii) Neutral impurity scattering. The scattering of charge carriers by
neutral impurities is quite similar to the scattering of electrons by hydrogen
20 E. M. Conwell and V. F. Weisskopf, Phys.
Rev., 77, 388 (1950); see also W.
Shockley, Electrons and Holes, Van Nostrand, New York, 1950, pp. 258 If.; for a
quantum mechanical treatment, see H. Brooks, Phys. Rev., 83, 879 (1951).
21 W. Shockley, op. cit., p. 279.
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atoms. Thus, by suitably modifying the theory of the latter, Erginsoy has
calculated the mobility associated with this type of scattering alone.22
He finds
m*t?
(13-20)
eT/m* = fl = - - 20Ndz3
where N is the density of neutral impurities and E is the dielectric constant.
The relaxation time is independent of the velocity in this case, so that the
Hall coefficient is the same as that for metals, viz., RH = ±I /nee, as can
readily be seen from (13-12).
Dislocations are also scattering centers for charge carriers as a result
of the dilation they produce in the lattice. According to calculations by
Dexter and Seitz the probability for scattering is proportional to the number
of dislocation lines per cm2 and proportional to the temperature T. 23
Scattering of charge carriers by vacancies and interstitials is used in
studying radiation effects in solids by resistivity measurements.
In general, lattice scattering, ionic scattering, and scattering by neutral
impurities are all present. The relaxation time for a given velocity of the
charge carriers may then be obtained from
(13-21)
because the probabilities for scattering are additive, each of them being
proportional to the reciprocal of the corresponding relaxation time.
13-5. Comparison with experiment
The first extensive investigation of the electrical properties of the
elements of the fourth group was carried out by Pearson and Bardeen on
silicon and silicon alloys containing boron and phosphorus. 24 In these
experiments polycrystalline materials were used. More recently, the
electrical conductivity and Hall effect of single crystals of silicon containing
arsenic (n type) and boron (p type) have been studied by Morin and Maita
over a temperature range between l0°K and ll00°K.25 The mobilities in
single crystals are appreciably larger than those in polycrystalline materials
(see Table 13-3). Similar measurements on germanium crystals containing
arsenic have been reported by De bye and Conwell; these extend over the
temperature range between ll°K and 300°K.26
C. Erginsoy, Phys. Rev., 79, 1013 (1950).
D. L. Dexter and F. Seitz, Phys. Rev., 86, 964 (1952).
u G. l.. Pearson and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev., 75, 865 (1949).
25 F. J. Morin and J. P. Maita, Phys. Rev., 96, 28 (1954).
•• P. P. Debye and E. M. Conwell, Phys. Rev., 93. 693 (1954).

22
23
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As an example we reproduce in Fig. 13-7 and 13-8 the resistivity and
Hall coefficient for some of the samples measured by De bye and Conwell,
(they actually measured eleven samples). The intrinsic resistivity is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 13-7. Sample 55 is nearly pure, whereas
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Fig. 13-7. The specific resistivity
in ohms em for n-type germanium
samples (doped with arsenic), as
function of T-1 . [After Debye and
Conwell, ref. 26]
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Fig. 13-8. Hall coefficient (cm 3/
coulomb) versus T-1 for arsenic
doped germanium samples; the
numbers refer to the same samples
as in Fig .. 13-7. [After Debye and
Conwell, ref. 26]

sample 58 contains en0ugh arsenic to make the electron gas in the conduction band degenerate over most of the temperature range. The other
samples have intermediate impurity densities.
In accordance with (13-13), the Hall mobility may be obtained from
the relation ftH = cRHf p; the results are given in Fig. 13-9. It is observed
that the nearly pure sample 55 follows closely the T- 312 law down to the
lowest temperatures. The reason for this is that neutral impurity scattering
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and ionic scattering are negligible for low impurity concentrations. As
the impurity concentration increases, ionized donors become important as
scattering centers at lower temperatures where the amplitude of the lattice
vibrations becomes small. Sample 61 contains a sufficient number of
ionized donors at low temperatures to give a positive slope for the p(T)
curves. In most of the samples,
however, the slope gets steeper again
after the initial flattening resulting " 8
from ionic scattering; the reason
for this is that elect~ons fall back 108
into donor levels at low temperatures,
thus reducing the influence of ionic
scattering.
A quantitative analysis of these
results shows that in the range where
scattering of electrons by the lattice
is predominant, the mobility varies
as T-1·8' rather than as r-1. 5 • This
deviation from the simple theory is
probably in part due to the fact that
the constant energy surfaces in the
100 200 300
20 30 40 50
10
momentum space are not spheres.
-T("KI
We shall return to this in Sec. 13-6. Fig. 13-9. Hall mobility for some
Similar deviations have been ob- arsenic-doped germanium samples as
served by Morin and Maita for function of T; the sample numbers are
silicon. A summary of mobility data the Same as those in Figs. 13-7 and 13-8.
[After Debye and Conwell, ref. 26]
is given in Table 13-3.
Table 13-3. Mobilities in c:m• volt-1 sec-1
Room temp.
C (diamond), electrons4
Si (polycryst.) electrons
Si (polycryst.) holes
Si (single cryst.) electrons
Si (single cryst.) holes
Ge (single cryst.) electrons
Ge (single cryst.) holes
Sn (grey) electrons~

.Ulattlce (arbitrary temp.)

900
300
100
1450
500
3600
1700
3000

4.0 x 1o•r-•·•
2.5 X 108 T- 2•3
4.9 X 107 T-1 •••
1.05 X 10 1 T-ua

4 C. C. Klick and J. Maurer, Phys. Reo. 81, 124 (1951).
D0. Buach, I. Wieland, and H. Zoller, Hell-etta Phy8. Acta. 24, 49 (1951).

Debye and Conwell conclude from their measurements that the
mobility associated with ionic scattering increases with a power of T
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between 1.0 and 1.5, i.e., less rapidly than predicted by the ConwellWeisskopf formula. The Erginsoy formula for neutral impurity scattering
fits their data well for an effective electron mass equal to about m/3. They
find scattering by dislocations negligible in their samples.
13-6. Constant-energy surfaces and effective mass in silicon and germanium
The theory developed in Sec. 13-3 and 13-4 was based on the assumption that the energy of electrons near the bottom of the conduction band
or of holes near the top in the valence band could be represented by
li 2k 2f2m *. This implies that constant-energy surfaces ink-space are spheres
and that m* is a constant independent of the direction of motion of the
carriers. It is presently believed that the discrepancies between theory and
experiment cited above are, at least in part, due to the fact that this
assumption is incorrect. Thus values of the effective mass calculated
indirectly from the electrical properties must be considered unreliable.
Measurements of the influence of a magnetic field on the resistivity of
single crystals of germanium also drew attention to the fact that the
constanf-energy surfaces cannot be spheres. 27
If the constant-energy surfaces are spheres, the effective mass is,
according to (I0-38),

However, if the energy is a function also of the direction of the wave
vector k, the effective mass is a tensor rather than a scalar, as was mentioned
in Sec. 10-4. By a suitable choice of axes, this tensor may be diagonalized
in such a way that along the three principal axes the effective mass is
given by
(13-22)
m! = li 2/(d 2E(k)fdkD where i = x, y, z
For example, for motion along the x-axis, the electron behaves as a particle
of effective mass li2/(d 2Efdk';,), etc. Until recen!ly, experimental information
about the effective mass, and hence about the curvature of constant-energy
surfaces in the k-space, could be obtained only indirectly, viz., from
experimental results for transport phenomena in which m* occurs.
However, cyclotron resonance experiments of electrons and holes have
made it possible for the first time to measure m* directly. 28 In this type
of experiment, electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence
band describe spiral orbits about the axis of a constant magnetic field H.
G. L. Pearson and H. Suhl, Phys .. Rev., 83,768 (1951).
Dresselhaus, Kip, and Kittel, Phys. Rev., 92, 827 (1953); Lax, Zeiger, Dexter, and
Rosenblum, Phys. Rev., 93, 1418 (1954); Dexter, Zeiger, and Lax, Phys. Rev., 95, 557
(1954).
27
28
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The angular frequency of rotation we can be obtained immediately from
the equality of the centrifugal force and the force due to the magnetic field:
m*v2 fr = ±Hevfc

or we = ±eHfm*c

(13-23)

where r is the radius of the orbit; the plus or minus sign indicates the
opposite senses of rotation for electrons and holes. Resonant absorption
of energy from a radio-frequency electric field perpendicular to the static

J
t
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6000

-+ H (oersteds)

Fig. 13-10. Typical cyclotron resonance absorption (arbitrary
units) for silicon near 24,000 me/sec at 4°K; static magnetic field
in a (110) plane, 30° from an [001] axis. [After Dresselhaus, Kip,
and Kittel, Phys. Rev., 98, 368 (1955)]

magnetic field occurs when the frequency of the radio-frequency field is
equal to that determined by (13-23). Evidently, by measuring we for
different directions of H relative to the crystal axes, one measures essentially
the effective mass as function of direction. Usually, one employs a constant
frequency of the radio-frequency field and then varies H until resonance
is observed. A typical result is reproduced in Fig. 13-10 for an angular
frequency we~ 1.5 X 1011 radians per sec for silicon at 4°K. The assignment of a given peak to electrons or holes may be made on the basis of
a circularly polarized radio-frequency field or by using n- or p-type
material and exciting a particular type of carrier. The width of the lines
is determined by the relaxation time -r of the electrons or holes. In order
to obtain distinct resonance peaks, it is necessary that we -r ;a l. Thus the
mean free path of the carriers should be large enough so that they can
cover at least one radian of a circle between successive collisions. Since
the relaxation times -r are of the order of I0-13 or I0-14 second at room
temperature, it is necessary to work with high-purity samples at liquid
nitrogen or helium temperatures if one employs frequencies w ~ l 011
radians per second.
Since it is not possible to enter into a detailed discussion of this subject,
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it may suffice here to mention some of the results obtained for silicon
and germanium. 29 As an example of the band structures obtained, we
give in Fig. 13-11 the energy as function of the wave vector along the
(100) direction for silicon. It is observed that the minimum energy in the
conduction band does not correspond to k = 0 but that there are in all
six minima located somewhere along the six (100) axes. In the vicinity
of these minima, the constant energy surfaces are prolate ellipsoids of
E

f

Electrons

~//Ill\{}
~ ~ ~ I
I

_1

I Eg

Forbidden band
I

~
_,.
I

I

3

Fig. 13-11. Schematic representation of the energy band structure
in Si along a (100) axis. [After F. ilerman, Proc. IRE, 43,
1703 (1955)]

revolution. Similar minima occur for the conduction band in germanium
along the ( 111) axes. Choosing one of these minima as origin, the surfaces
of constant energy may thus be represented by an expression of the form
(13-24)

where m 1 and m 1 are called, respectively, the transverse and longitudinal
electron mass. For Si and Ge the cyclotron resonance experiments lead
to the following results at 4°K:
Silicon:

m 1 = 0.19m;

m 1 = 0.98m

Germanium:

m 1 = 0.082m;

m1

=

1.57m

where m is the free electron mass.
29 The energy band structure of Si and Ge derived from cyclotron experiments was,
at least in part, predicted by a theoretical study of F. Herman, Physico, 20, 801 (1954);
Phys. Rev., 95, 847 (1954). See also his excellent review in Proc. IRE, 43, 1703-1732
() 955) (solid state issue).
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The maximum energy for the valence band in both silicon and
germanium occurs for k = 0, according to the results of cyclotron
resonance experiments; furthermore, this maximum is common to two
bands which meet at k = 0. The constant-energy surfaces near k = 0 for
these two bands are warped and are given by the expression

where A, B, and Care constants. The negative and positive roots correspond, respectively, to the highest (V1) and second highest (V2) valence
band. If one approximates the warped surfaces by spheres, one may
determine the average hole mass in the two bands from the experimental
values of A, B, and C. In this approximation, one obtains
Silicon:

mt1 = 0.49m; mt• '= 0.16m

Germanium:

mt, = 0.28m;

mt, = 0.044m

We should note here that the form of expression (13-25) was indicated by
the theory of spin-orbit splitting for these crystals. 30
It is observed from Fig. 13-11 that there is a third valence band V3
which is separated from the V1 and V2 bands as a result of spin-orbit
interaction. The maximum of the V3 band lies slightly below that of the
two other bands. Near the maximum of the V3 band, the constant energy
surfaces are spherical; the effective masses are:
Silicon:

mt3 =0.24m

Germanium:

mt. = 0.077m

The energy difference between the top of the V3 band and the common
maximum of the V1 and V2 bands has been estimated to be 0.035 ev for
Si and 0.28 ev for Ge. It will be evident that the relative hole populations
of the V3 and V1 , V2 bands is a function of temperature.
The energy gap. A few remarks may be made here about the consequences of the above results for the concept of the forbidden energy gap
and its experimental determination. When an electron is thermally excited
from the. valence band into the conduction band, the electron absorbs a
phonon. This process is governed by the selection rules corresponding to
conservation of momentum and energy:
k' = k

+ q + 21Tn

E(k') = E(k)

+ liwq

(13-26)

30 G. Dresselhaus, A. F. Kip, and C. Kittel, Phys. Rev., 95, 568 (1954); 98, 368
(1955); R. J. Elliott, Phys. Rev., 96, 266 (1954); 96, 280 (1954).
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Here k' and k are, respectively, the final and the initial wave vector of the
electron; q is the wave vector of the absorbed phonon, and liw11 is the
energy of the phonon; n is a vector in the reciprocal lattice, and 21rn in
( 13-26) guarantees that k' is a vector in the reduced zone. The "cheapest"
thermal excitation of an electron from the valence band to the conduction
band evidently involves a phonon of energy liw11 = E 9 where Ea is the
energy difference between the highest electronic level in the valence band
and the lowest level in the conduction band (see Fig. 13-11). Thus E0
may be obtained from the variation of the carrier concentration with
temperature, We should note here that E9 itself is a function oftemperature
(resulting from the expansion of the lattice).
Let us now consider what one measures if one determines the long
wavelength threshold for optical excitation of an electron from the valence
band into the conduction band in substances such as Si and Ge. If one
considers the optical excitation as a collision between an electron of wave
vector k and a photon of wave vector o the selection rules require
k'

=

k

+G

and E(k') = E(k)

+ hv

(13-27)

where hv is the energy of the photon. Now, the wavelength of a photon
corresponding to infrared or visible radiation is large compared to a lattice
constant. Hence o may in general be neglected in comparison with the
electron wave vector k. In other words, optical transitions of this kind.
occur "vertically" in the reduced zone scheme because we then have
k' = k. It is evident from Fig. 13-11 that the "cheapest" vertical transition
involves always more energy than E 0 because the minimum of the conduction band occurs for a different k-value than the maximum of the valence
band. In other words, the optical threshold energy should be larger than
El{w However, the observed threshold photon energies correspond closely
to the energy gap E 9 determined from the variation of carrier concentration
with temperature. Hall, Bardeen, and Blatt have therefore suggested that
the observed optical threshold is determined by an indirect or nonvertical
transition in which the absorption of a photon is accompanied by the
absorption or emission of a phonon. 31 Under these circumstances the
momentum and energy conservation laws for an optical transition are:

+ o ± q + 27Tn ~ k ± q + 21rn
E(k') = E(k) + hv ± fw>
k'

=

k

(13-28)

11

where tlie symbols have the same meaning as above. The presence of the
phonon momentum q thus makes it possible for the transition to be nonvertical. The + and - signs refer, respectively, to absorption and
emission of a phonon. It is of interest to recognize that at very low
31

L. H. Hall, J. Bardeen, and F. J. Blatt, Phys. Rev., 95, 559 (1954).
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temperatures few phonons are present and thus absorption of a phonon
becomes improbable. Thus at T = 0 we shall have an optical threshold
frequency v 1 such that
At high temperatures, on the other hand, there are sufficient phonons
present to make optical transitions possible at a threshold frequency v 1
such that
Jn other words, the optical threshold frequency will vary with temperature.
Transport phenomena. It will be evident that the above results for the
energy-band structure have an important.bearing on the theory of electrical
conductivity, Hall effect, magneto resistance, infrared absorption, etc. In
fact, the resulting energy-band scheme and the numerical values for the
effective mass parameters are consistent with magneto resistance measurements on n-type germanium and silicon. 32 Deviations from the r- 1·5 Iaw for
the mobility may also be explained as a result of the nonisotropic mass.
Infrared absorption. A few remarks may be made here about the
infrared absorption of charge carriers in Ge and Si. For the moment,
consider a charge carrier with an isotropic mass m* under influence of an
electromagnetic field. Suppose the electric field is along the x-direction
and let the magnetic field be neglected. The velocity component vx of the
charge carriers then varies with time according to

The stationary solution of this equation is
. I
I
v = (eT/m*)E e"" - - 0
x
I+ iwt

(13-29)

As long as the angular frequency of the field w <{ 1/T, v., varies in phase
with the external field, and the conductivity of the material containing N
carriers per unit volume is equal to the static conductivity a 0 , where
(wT<{ I)

Jn the general case, however, it follows from (13-29) that the conductivity
is complex; the real part varies with frequency as

a'

=

Ne 2 Tjm*(l

+ w2T2) =

a 0f(l

+ w 2T2)

32 S. Meiboom and B. Abeles, Phys. Rev., 95, 31 (1954); I. Estermann
and A. Foner,
Phys. Rev., 79, 365 (1950); G. L. Pearson and C. Herring, Physico, 20, 975 (1954).
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The absorption coefficient of .the radiation K is of course proportional to
the real part of the conductivity, and in fact equal to

K = (4TTjnc)a' = 4TTNe2Tjncm*(l

+w

2T 2)

where n is the index of refraction and c is the velocity of light. When
wT ~ I, this may be written approximately as
(13-30)

where f.L is the mobility of the carriers. Now if the constant-energy surfaces
are prolate spheroids, one can use
(I 3-30) by replacing m* by an average
50
given by
effective mass

m:v

10
5

where m 1 and mt are the longitudinal and transversal mass parameters.
Thus by measuring K as function
of w,
may be determined from
known values of /-'· In Fig. 13-12
we have represented the absorption
.1
of n-type germanium
coefficients
.05 '--...L--.....__~--..L--'-........J'--L.......l.J
1.5 2
3 4 5 6 8 10 12
samples in the infrared, as determined by Fan and Becker.33 The
Fig. 13-12. The absorption coefficient resistivity of the samples at room
of n-type Ge. [After Fan and· Becker, temperature is indicated. The sharp
ref. 33]
rise in the K versus wavelength curves
is associated with transitions of
electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. For wavelengths > 6 micron (w < 3 x 1014 radians per second), K varies
approximately as lfw 2 in accordance with (13-30). From the four
curves given in Fig. 13-12, Kahn finds by applying (13-30) for the
average effective mass of the electrons, 0.11, 0.12, 0.20, and 0.14, taking
the mass· of a free electron as unit. 34 Using the values for m 1 and m 1 for
electrons in Ge as determined from the cyclotron resonance experiments,
one finds from (13-31} that m:v = 0.14m, in reasonable agreement with
the experimental values. The infrared absorption bands observed in p-type
Ge can be interpreted in terms of transitions of holes between the three
energy bands lying near the top of the valence band, as suggested by the
cyclotron resonance experiments.

m:v

33 H. Y. Fan and M. Becker, Proc. Reading Conference, Butterworths Scientific
Publications, London, 1951, pp. 132-147.
34 A. H. Kahn, Phys. Rev., 97, 1647 (1955).
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13-7. The lifetime and diffusion of minority carriers
Consider a semiconductor containing a relatively high concentration
of donor levels so that the conductivity is essentially due to electrons in
the conduction band (n-type). The electrons are then called the majority
carriers. There are, of course, always some holes in the valence band as a
result of thermal excitation of electrons from the filled band, but at not
too high temperatures the number of holes is relatively small. The holes
are called the minority carriers in this case. In thermal equilibrium the
number of holes recombining with electrons per second is equal to the
number of electron pairs produced per second by thermal excitation. The
concentration of minority carriers may be increased artificially in a number
of different ways. 35 For example, if a metal in contact with n-type material
is made positive relative to the semiconductor, holes are injected into the
latter, as will be explained further in Sec. 14-4. Also, the semiconductor
may be exposed to light; absorption of photons by electrons in the filled
band will then lead to the formation of electron-hole pairs. The minority
carriers so produced will diffuse about in the crystal; however, because
the density of the minority carriers is not equal to the equilibrium concentration, they will ultimately disappear by recombination with the
majority carriers. Suppose now that a certain number of minority carriers
is produced during a short time interval somewhere in a crystal. As long
as the excess concentration is small compared with the equilibrium concentration, the rate of recombination is proportional to the excess concentration, i.e., the excess number will decay according to exp ( -t/-r), where
-r is the lifetime of the carriers (the lifetime should not be confused with
the relaxation time). Measurements of the lifetime of minority carriers
are of interest, since by varying the conditions under which the experiments
are carried out, one obtains information about the factors determining
the recombination process. Experiments of this kind essentially involve
the following idea: minority carriers are injected from an emitter into a
crystal; the carriers diffuse away from the emitter, and their arrival at
another point is detected by a collector. For a given number of injected
carriers the collector pulse decreases with increasing distance from the
emitter as a result of the disappearance of a fraction of the carriers on
their way to the collector. Frequently an electric field is used to drive the
carriers from the emitter toward the collector.
The interpretation of this type of experiment is based on some
fundamental principles, which will now be considered. In an n-type semiconductor let the equilibrium concentration of holes (minorit_y carriers) be
n 0 , and let the actual concentration be nh. The basic equation governing
15 See Shockley, op. cit., p. 60; F. S. Goucher. Phys. Rev., 81,475 (1951); R. Bray,
Php. Rev., 16, 152, 458 (1949).
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the behavior of the$e carriers under conditions in which n 11 is a function

or apace and time is the continuity equation,
on 11 /ot

=

-(1/e) div II& - (nl& - n0 )/-r11

+ gl&

(13-32)

The terms on the right-hand side have the following meaning: the first
represents the number of holes leaving unit volume per unit time due to
the hole current density I 11 ; the second represents the number of holes
diuppearing per second per unit volume due to recombination (-r11 is the
lifetime of the holes); the last represents the number of holes generated
per unit volume per second by external means (injection).
The hole current is made up of two terms: one results from the
e"ternal electric field E, the other is due to the diffusion of the holes. The
dift'usion current is proportional to minus the gradient of the hole
concentration so that

I 11

=

n 11eJL11 E-

eD 11 grad nh

(13-33)

where D,. is the diffusion coefficient of the holes and JL 11 is the hole mobility.
There e"ists a fundamental relationship between the diffusion coefficient
and the mobility. According to elementary diffusion theory,
D

=

(A/3)(v)

(13-34)

where A is the mean free path for scattering and (v) is the average velocity
of the carriers. On the other hand, it follows from (13-7) and (13-14) that
_ e A (v)

fJ. - ;;;

(13-35)

(v2)

For thermal holes, m(v2) = 3kT, so that we obtain the Einstein relation,

!J./D = efkT

(13-36)

The same relationship is obtained from (13-33) by considering an equilibrium situation in which II&= 0. Under these circumstances, we should
have, according to Boltzmann,
n 1,

=

Ae-•I'IIIT

where V is the electrostatic potential and A is a constant. Combining
this with (13-33) for II& = 0, we may write
0--:- e!J.,.n 11 E- eD 11 n,.(- keT grad

= en11E(!J.11 -

v)

e D1./kT)

whieh leeda immediately to (13-36).
Equations (I 3-32) and ( 13-33) govern the theory of the injection
uperlments; a simple one-dimensional example may be given here. 36
u

for further

examp~ca,

see Shockley. op. cit., pp. 318fr.
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Consider an infinite medium consisting of n-type material in which at
0 a number of holes is produced by a plane source at x = 0. Let
n(x,t) be the excess hole concentration and -r the lifetime of the Jwlet.
Assuming that no electric field is present, we have, according to (1 J.-33),
t

=

I~=

-e D onj(Jx

(we leave out the subscripts h). In (13-32), the term g11 i§ zero for t
so that
onfot = D (} 2nfox2

-

>

0,

(13-37)

nf-r

The solution of this equation is
n(x t) =

'

N

(41TDt) 112

e-~·/H1t-t/T

(13·38)

where N measures the strength of the source. It is recognized that the
finite lifetime of the carriers produces a factor exp ( -t/1") which does not
occur in the "normal" solution for Brownian motion (.,.-a:>). We leave
it to the reader as a problem to show that the average distance relative to
the point of origin traveled by the carriers during life is equal to

L = (D-r)112

(13.39)

where L is called the diffusion length of the carriers. It may be compared
with the well-known expression <x2> = 2Dt for the mean square displace·
ment of a particle carrying out a one-dimensional random walk. Clearly,
the distance between collector and emitter in an injection experiment
should be of the same order or less than L in order to detect the arrival
of the carriers at the collector.
Results of injection experiments show that recombination tam place
not only in the bulk of the sample, but also at the surface. In fact, the
surface treatment influences the lifetime in many instances. A few examples
of lifetimes of holes in an n-type single crystal of Ge are given below;
the resistivity of the sample was 19 ohm em at room temperature.'1 The
dimensions indicated refer to the cross section perpendicular to the
direction of current flow. The values ""u refer to roughly ground surfaces,
-r, to carefully etched surfaces.
Table 13-4. Hole Lifetimes for GrOUIId _. Etdletl Swf'ac:ft
Dimensions of
cross-section (em•)
0.371
0.202
0.100
0.071
0.036
31

D.

Na~on.

X
X
X
X
X

0.737
0.716
0.705
0.48
0.48

"" (micrO!IeC)

"• (micrmec)

144
78
16.5
9.2
3.1

230
340

290
280

235

R. Bray. and H. Y. Fan, Pror. IRE, 40, 1.342 (1952).
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This shows clearly the important role played by the surface in the
recombination process in the roughly ground samples. The exact nature
of the centers at which the electron-hole recombination takes place is not
understood. Estimates of direct recombination of electrons and holes
under photon emission indicate lifetimes of the order of one second. 38
So far, the longest lifetimes observed are of the order of I0-3 second,
indicating that the direct recombination process is relatively unimportant.
It seems, therefore, that centers are required which act as a catalyst in
the recombination process. It is of interest to note that when a Ge crystal
is heated to higher temperatures and then quenched, the lifetime of the
carriers decreases. 37 This implies that certain types of frozen-in lattice
defects are at least in part responsible for recombination.
13-8. Intermetallic compounds

As a result of the search for new semiconductors with properties
similar to those. of silicon and germanium, Welker successfully initiated a
study of intermetallic compounds consisting of the elements of the third
and fifth column in the periodic system. 39 Presently, a great deal of effort
is being expended in studies of the physical properties of this new group
of semiconductors. From Table 13-1 it is observed that column IliA
contains elements with an outer electron configuration in which two
electrons occupy an s state and Ol!e occupies a p state; similarly, the
elements in column VA have an outer electron configuration consisting
of two s electrons and three p electrons. One may then expect a close
relationship in structure and physical properties of compounds of the
type AmBv with elements such as Si, Ge, Sn. Of particular interest are
combinations of the six elements
AI

P

Ga
In

As
Sb

The nine compounds which can be made by combination of the elements
of one group with those of the other all crystallize in the zincblende
structure, which is closely related to the diamond structure; in fact if the
elements in the zincblende structure are made identical, the diamond
structure results. The nearest neighbor distances in Angstroms for these
compounds are given below; for comparison, those of Ge, Si, and grey
Sn are included.
AlP
2.36
AlAs 2.44
AlSb 2.62

GaP
2.36
GaAs 2.44
GaSb 2.62

InP
2.54
InAs 2.62
lnSb 2.80

Si 2.34
Ge 2.44
Sn 2.80

•• See Shockley, op. cit., p. 69.
H. Welker, Z. Naturforsch., 7a, 744 (1952); 8a, 248 (1953).
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The binding in these compounds is to a large extent homopolar, as in the
fourth group elements; however, as a result of the somewhat larger
electronegativity of the fifth group elements, there is a small ionic contribution to the binding energy. The essentially covalent character of the
bonds is consistent with the fact that the interatomic distances are
approximately equal to the covalent radii of the atoms; the sum of the
ionic radii is considerably smaller. Thus the trivalent atoms and the
pentavalent atoms contribute an average of four electrons to the formation
of four electron pair bands per atom. From this model one may expect
that it is rather difficult to replace a pentavalent atom by a trivalent one.
In other words, it should not be too difficult to grow crystals of nearly
stoichiometric composition. That this is indeed the case is confirmed by
the fact that InSb can be made to conform to the chemical formula so well
that at room temperature the conductivity is essentially intrinsic.
A method of growing large single ·crystals (several em) has been
described by Gremmelmaier and Madelung. 40
In order to vary the electrical properties of these materials, one can
add elements of the second group such as Cd, Zn, or elements of the sixth
group, such as Se; Te; in the former case the compounds become hole
conductors, in the latter electronic conductors.
For InSb, measurements of the electrical conductivity and Hall
coefficient show that the electron mobility as a function of temperature
can be represented by41
f-le =

65,000(T/300)-1. 66cm2/volt sec.

Thus at room temperature the electron mobility in InSb is about 20 times
that in germanium. This is presumably a consequence of a very small
electronic mass in the conduction band. In fact, Burstein has explained
the anomalous behavior of optical properties of this material on the basis
of
= 0.03 m. 42 If
is small, the curvature of the E(k) curves near
the bottom of the conduction band is strong; consequently, the density
of states is low and the electron gas degenerates at relatively low densities.
This leads to a shift in the long-wave optical absorption edge to smaller
values as the density of electrons increases beyond the degeneracy density.
According to Madelung and Weiss the forbidden gap in InSb is
given by'l
Egap = 0.27- 3 X lo-'T (ev)

m:

m:

New information on the properties of intermetallic compounds is
toR. Gremmelmaier and 0. Madelung, Z. Naturforsch., Ia, Heft 5 (1953).
0. Madelung and H. Weiss, Z. Natu~forsch., 9a, 527 (19S4).
•· .C. Burstein, Pllys. Rev., 93, 632 (1954); M. Tanenbaum and H. B. Briggs, Phys.
Rev.; 91, 1561 (1953).
41
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being obtained at a rapid rate and this may be expected to continue for a
number of years to come. Some further references are given below. 43
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PROBLEMS
13-l. Calculate the distance between nearest neighbors in the germanium and silicon lattices.
13-2. Consider an n-type semiconductor containing Nd donors per
cm 3 ; let there also be Na acceptor levels per cm3 , close to the conduction
band. Discuss the density of electrons in the conduction band as function
of temperature.
13-3. Discuss how the elastic constants given in Table 13-2 can be
obtained from measurements of the velocity of elastic longitudinal and
shear waves.
13-4. On the basis of the Debye approximation, calculate the Debye
temperature for Si and Ge from the elastic constants given in Table 13-2;
compare the results with ()D obtained from specific heat measurements.
13-5. From the dielectric constants given in Table 13-2 calculate the
polarizability per Si and per Ge atom in the crystalline state, assuming for
simplicity an internal field of the Lorentz type.
13-6. A germanium crystal contains 10-4 atomic per cent of arsenic;
assuming all donors are ionized, calculate the resistivity at room
temperature.
•• For InSb, see R. G. Breckenridge eta/., Phys. Rev., 96, 571 (1954); for GaSb,
R. F. Blunt, W. R. Hosler, and H. P. R. Frederikse, Phys. Rev., 96, 576 (1954); and,
D.P. Detwiler, Phys. Rev., 97, 1575 (1955); for AISb, R. F. Blunt, H. P.R. Frederikse,
J. H. Becker, and W. R. Hosler, Phys. Rev., 96, 578 (1954).
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13-7. On the basis of the Rutherford scattering formula, rederive the
Conwell-Weisskopfformula by formulating your own simplifying assumptions; compare the result with expression (13-18).
13-8. Show that the Hall coefficient for a semiconductor in which the
current is carried by electrons as well as holes is given by expression (13-17).
13-9. Consider an electron in the conduction band of a semiconductor
with the average thermal energy at room temperature. Discuss the
collision between this electron and a phonon on the basis of the laws of
conservation of momentum and energy. Show that the energy gain or loss
for the electron is always relatively small compared with its initial energy.
See Sec. 11-7 for details.

